Do you know the difference between Yahoo and Alta Vista? Do all your friends and students know? If no, this tutorial is for you. It explains some basic concepts understanding of which makes life on the Internet much easier. Now, that the Internet is moving to the general knowledge of everybody and is taught in schools, we need to find some general, underlying ideas of how to deal with it. Wiring schools as it is happening now throughout the US and other countries is not enough. Teachers and students must be trained. This tutorial covers two small but important aspects of that training. A first part considers searching on the Internet, a second part deals with quality and authority of information found on the Internet. It is a common mistake, that high technology guarantees high quality. Just because something is on the Web, it does not necessary has to be true.
Introduction
Do you know the difference between Yahoo and Alta Vista? This simple question cannot be answered by many Internet users, even if they are using e-mail, News and the Web every day. The invention of the Web has dramatically increased the Web's ease of use. However, the ease of use of the search tools is not appropriate. One approach to solve this problem is to develop better search tools. But like most trains and airplanes still require a human driver even if the technology would allow software pilots, the process of collecting information will still need a human as a driving force. In both cases, the human is required for unforeseen and exceptional situations. And searching for new knowledge is mostly handling the unforeseen. And like pilots need training, information seekers need basic training on how their tools work internally.
This tutorial discusses some basic mechanisms of the World Wide Web. They are so basic, that you may know them already without being aware of them. However your students probably don't. Neither do most of the newbies. The following material on searching and evaluating Web resources can help them getting better results faster. Despite the ease of use of the Web, Web training has to include some insights on what is happening behind the scenes. Otherwise the well known lost in hyperspace syndrome appears much too often. However there is not always a possibility for full scale training like described e.g. in [Jaffe 1996; Perrochon 1996; Pfaffenberger 1996] . Also in our opinion, few books do a good job in presenting the underlying concepts.
For most searching purposes, knowledge about the World Wide Web instead of the whole Internet is appropriate, as most of the other Internet resources (FTP servers, mailing lists, MUDs) are available today on the Web itself or they have at least some description on the Web, explaining how to access them. Even legacy systems are gradually integrated into the Web. Thus this tutorial focuses on searching on the Web.
Searching documents in a computer
Before discussing searching strategies, we need to deal with some traditional ideas of computer assisted searching. Independent of the Web and for many years, research has been done on the area of searching information in a local computer system in the research area of information retrieval. An introductory textbook is freely available on the Internet [Rijsbergen 1979] . The following lines define the scope of information retrieval: "A perfectly straightforward definition along these lines is given by Lancaster [Lancaster 1968] : 'Information retrieval is the term conventionally, though somewhat inaccurately, applied to the type of activity discussed in this volume. An information retrieval system does not inform (i.e. change the knowledge of) the user on the subject of his inquiry. It merely informs on the existence (or non-existence) and whereabouts of documents relating to his request.' This specifically excludes question-answering systems as typified by Winograd [Winograd 1972 ]. It also excludes data retrieval systems such as used by, say, the stock exchange for on-line quotations." All this limitations are still valid for the Web. The Web will not answer your questions, it will not even understand them. All it does is storing some documents that might contain some information useful to you.
The underlying goal of information retrieval is to select fitting documents out of a huge set of documents based on some user supplied search query. This is done by a search engine. These search engine work according to two different principles:
Boolean search engines are looking for single words, that are combined with operators like AND, OR and NOT (Fig. 1) . If the search engine finds documents matching exactly the query, it will return these. Otherwise, no documents are returned. Internet AND School finds all documents containing both INTERNET and SCHOOL.
• The operator OR is looking for all documents containing either one of the words connected with OR. The query Internet OR School finds all documents containing either Internet and School.
• The operator NOT can be used to exclude certain documents. Internet NOT School returns all entries containing Internet, but not School.
However boolean systems have their limitations, one of them the need to learn an artificial language to specify complex queries. An alternative method, called probabilistic searching does not require complicated search terms. The user types in a natural language sentence of any length related to the topic he is interested in. The probabilistic search engine then returns all documents matching the query as a sorted list with best matches first.
• The query for Give me all the books on the introduction of the Internet at schools will not only return books containing Internet and School, but also closely related documents.
Unfortunately, for many years information retrieval research has focused on situations, where the collection of documents is local and static. The concepts are not easily transformed to a global and dynamic environment. The best try so far is to collect as much information on all the distributed documents and store that information locally on one single server. Then the traditional techniques can be applied. This approach has so far proven to be more successful than any experiments with distributed information retrieval.
However new approaches are currently investigated e.g. by the Intelligent Integration of Information Project or Digital Library Initiative. One of the new idea involves intelligent agents, that act on the users behalf and search autonomously through the Web. Other approaches involve mediators, domain specific resources tuned by a human expert that help other to find information.
Searching on the Web
Before talking about searching on the Web, consider the following example from the real world: You are looking for a replacement mouthpiece for your clarinet in New York City. It is very unlikely that you start a random walk through the streets of Manhattan until you find by sheer coincidence a shop selling musical instruments. And checking the TV program will not help you much further. Probably you will check the yellow pages or ask a friend playing clarinet and living in New York City. This is because you have some knowledge about the real world and the working of the yellow pages. However on the virtual Internet, search strategies without any underlying concept are common.
Before discussing different search strategies in detail, two facts must be stated clearly:
• You cannot search the whole Internet.
• In real New York City as in the virtual Internet, search is most successful when you already know where to search.
Thus you needs to find your personal ways to build your own collection of interesting resources and share them with friends having similar interests. This is similar to the exchange the addresses of the best restaurants. However, more often than not, the right address is not known from the beginning. The following subsections discusses four search strategies on the Web: 
Directed surfing
Even if the term surfing does not indicate a very efficient search strategy, it is inevitable for successful searching on the Web. Forgetting the goal of the search is the biggest danger, however. Directed surfing is most important in the end phase of a search, as many Web pages have pointers to relevant information. If one page is not exactly what one is looking for, maybe one of the references point to a better suited page. Directed surfing also includes guesses for Web addresses (URL): It seems reasonable, that Stanford University has the Web address <http://www.stanford.edu>. 
Web search trees
If directed surfing does not lead to the goal, computer assistance can be used. A Web search tree (subject library, catalog, gateway) is a specialized Web server. Its content are manually updated, hierarchical structured lists of Web resources with comments. Any resource on the W3 can only be found in a search tree, if a reference to it has been entered actively into the search tree. This is a major restriction on the use of search trees. Even worse, if a resource is listed under a wrong term, it cannot be found at all.
Example 1:
Yahoo is the biggest and most known search tree. Yahoo normally accepts a link to any page. The URL of Yahoo is <http://www.yahoo.com> (Fig. 2.) .
A search tree like Yahoo can be searched in two different ways:
• Manual searching surfing through the search tree Information concerning the use of the Web at schools can be found under the following sequence of terms: Culture → Education → Computers → Networks → Internet. However the following sequence is also possible: Computer → Internet → Education. This multitude is a consequence of the lack of an universal, strongly hierarchical classification scheme of all knowledge.
• Automatic searching using a search engine A Web search tree like Yahoo can grow quite big making it hard to find a specific subject. To assist users in finding a specific topic, the provider of the search tree often installs a search engine for his tree. However, this search engine will only search the contents of the tree, i.e. all the references to other pages. It will not search the contents of the pages containing the information and maybe easily miss important information. Consider a search for material on the famous Opera "Die Zauberflöte". If the material is listed under an entry with the English title "The Magic Flute", the search engine may not find any matching pages, even if the pages referenced to by the search tree do contain the German title.
Web search trees are well suited for a first overview over a subject area. They can give starting pages for a phase of directed surfing.
Web search indexes
Like Web search trees, Web search indexes are specialized Web servers. Like Web search trees they offer an overview over the content of the Web. Contrary to the search trees, their content is built automatically.
Example 2:
Alta Vista <http://altavista.digital.com/>, Lycos <http://www.lycos.com/>, HotBot <http://www.hotbot.com/>, or infoseek <http://www.infoseek.com> are primarily all search indexes. However, they now offer additional services like ratings of Web servers etc. too.
The information is collected by robots (spiders, gatherers, crawlers) that try to find as many pages of the Web as possible. A robot will access a Web page, analyze its content and add all references (links) in the page to a list of pages to index (Fig. 3. ). It will then continue with the next page in that list. These robots have analyzed more than 30 millions of pages on more than 300'000 servers in the meantime (November 1996) .
During the analysis a huge index of all the words in the pages is built. A second program, the search engine then allows the search in this index. On an index like this, there is no surfing possible. Only the access over the search engine is possible.
Web search indexes suffer from the same restrictions as Web search trees. The search engine can only find what has previously been indexed. A page that has not yet been reached by the robot cannot be found by the search engine. However, as the indexing of pages is performed automatically, more pages are indexed by indexes than by trees. However, as the whole pages is indexed, the search engine of an index will find any page containing the words Die Zauberflöte. This makes search indexes a powerful tool. But because any page is added by the robot without any form of human interaction and all pages containing the search terms are found by the search engine, the number of returned documents can be large. 
Automatic Filtering of News
Some of the Web search indexes also allow the search in recently published News articles. Of added value are automatic filters that scan and store all the news articles and messages on mailing lists as soon as they are published and builds up an index to be searched by a search engine as discussed above. However, News filter have an additional component. A special program, called an agent, periodically starts queries based on user profiles. These user profiles contain a search query and additional information on when the query should be executed and what should be done with matching articles. Normally the first 10 lines of any matching article is sent to the user via e-mail on a daily or weekly basis. 
Evaluating
Unfortunately, finding resources is just the first step in using them. Traditional methods for the evaluation of printed documents must be combined with new methods to judge resources found. The results of this are Web resources that differ greatly in quality.
Criteria for the evaluation of resources can be grouped in two groups 4.1 Criteria based on the content 1. Correctness Is the information correct, i.e. is it error free. Correctness is traditionally ensured by editors and in scientific publication by peer review. However, as Web publishing is so easy, the editor as the first quality control instance of printed techniques has lost his influence. As a reader, you should try to find out, if a page is maintained by the author himself or if there is some kind of editor or publisher involved. Well known publishers normally try to ensure the correctness of the information they publish.
Currency
Even if a resource was correct at the time of creation, it can still be outdated in the meantime. Information without a date on it is often useless. Even if there is some date associated with the information, it may still be, that the information itself is outdated. Printed material could not be changed, once it was printed. Web resources can be updated continuously if new information becomes available. However this is not always done. Do not assume, that Web pages are up to date, just because it is technically possible to keep them updated.
With electronic publishing the date has a whole new rainbow of meanings. Is it the date the information was correct, the date the information has been written down, put on the Web, has been updated the last time, etc. One of the harder problems of the Web is the volatility of Web pages. They can disappear at random for a short time or for ever. A consequence of this is, that single Web pages should be referenced not only with their address but also with the last access date.
3. Coverage This is a traditional criterion and resources that score well in the above criteria normally score well here too. The question is what topics are included in the work and how deep they are explored. Publishing in a hypertext system has some advantages. Instead of including others' work, the author can simply add a hyper link to that work. Of course the same criteria must be applied to that other work as well. However hypertext brings up other hazards: They can easily be viewed out of context. If you follow a hyper link to some page, you may end up in the middle of a long sequence of pages and just see part of it. So the resource may be complete, but you just look at parts of it. If a page has no links to some kind of "home page", then try to "shorten" the URL from / to / to find out, if there are superior pages.
Criteria based on the authorship

Authority
No matter how good a resource scores in the above criteria, the authority is one of the most important aspects. Anonymous information should always be doubted. If the author is known, its qualification for publishing this resource should be considered. Also the reputation of the editor and the publisher are an issue. In Web publishing it is often not that easy to find this information. Unfortunately there is no digital signature widely available on the Web yet, so there is no way to ensure if a resource attributed to a certain person has been authored by that person and not been altered in the meantime. An e-mail address or a phone number often helps in case of questions concerning the contents. However, like in printed books and articles, it is very easily possible to add information about the qualifications and affiliations of the author in form of a hyper link. But unlike in a book, where one small paragraph is all the information on the author, the Web can give instantaneously access to all the background information.
Objectivity
Even the most competent author will still be biased or trying to impose his view on the reader. All resources should be considered and rated in this aspect too. As in printed resources, the goals of the author or the publisher are normally not clearly stated. In the last few years the Internet has become important for commercial purposes. The introduction of advertisement has added its own threats to objectivity, as there is no separation between advertisement and information, especially when the advertisement and the information is supplied by the same publisher. The question on who is paying for the provision of this information is always the one to ask.
Most of the publications on the research process, of evaluating resources in general and Web resources in particular are written by librarians, the traditional guardians of information in our society. There are also many Web pages available that deal with the problem of evaluation techniques e.g. [Janicke 1996] . Like the papers, most of them are authored by librarians. Some group Web pages in several categories like entertainment, business/marketing, reference/ informational, news, advocacy and personal pages and provide evaluation checklists for all of them. [Ciolek 1996] contains many pointers to related resources on the Web.
Summary
Traditional Information Retrieval Techniques didn't scale very well. However the approach with a centralized server collecting information on as many sites as possible is working for the moment. This is far from the desirable search support. However the limitation can and must be dealt with by additional training of the users. It should also be emphasized, that the Web should be treated like other information sources. It is only one among other, with the same needs of finding and evaluating information before it can be used properly. While it can be handy for some research topics, it can be useless for others.
